
FAQ 1-42RLMK - Please explain the Banner 8 GOBTPAC_PIN encryption enhancement 
- *PINRESET 
 
See Related FAQ 
- FAQ 1-4UJFZM - Is PIN encryption optional in Banner 8. 
 
====================== 
Baseline Documentation 
====================== 
- general80000rg.pdf - "Chapter 1 PIN - Functional" and "Chapter 6 PIN - Technical" 
     - Please note the general80000rg.pdf was reposted on 2/27/2009   
       Please obtain the latest copy from the Support Center - Documentation download 
area 
- general80000ug.pdf - Step 9  
 
Below are some key documentation sections 
 
--------------------------- 
PIN Encryption - Functional - general80000rg.pdf - Page 13,14 
--------------------------- 
Current PINs are stored in GOBTPAC_PIN. The history of PIN changes, including the 
current PIN, are stored in GORPAUD_PIN. 
 
 Starting with Release 8.0, GOBTPAC_PIN and GORPAUD_PIN values are stored in the 
database in encrypted form. 
 
A cryptographic hash is used to transform the PIN before it is stored, so that the 
unencrypted form of the PIN can never be retrieved from the database. 
 
The cryptographic transformation is a one-way process, so that even if someone were 
able to retrieve the encrypted PIN from the database and learned the details of the 
encryption process, they still would not be able to decode the original, unencrypted form 
of the password. 
 
Note: One-way encryption means that even the security administrator cannot retrieve the 
PIN. If a user forgets a PIN, you cannot look up the PIN for the user. The only recourse 
in that situation is to reset the user’s PIN. 
 
 “Resetting a User’s PIN” on page 17. 
 
For additional security, the PIN is “salted” before it is encrypted. Salt, in this context, 
refers to a randomly generated string that is added to the PIN before encryption. This 
adds another layer of complexity to the encryption. 
 
When a user enters a PIN to gain access to the system, the user’s entered PIN is 
transformed using the same cryptographic function. The transformed string entered by the 



user is then compared to the hashed PIN stored in the database. If the values match, the 
user is allowed to proceed. 
   
-------------------------- 
PIN Encryption - Technical - general80000rg.pdf - Page 65 
-------------------------- 
PINs are no longer stored as clear text in the database. Instead they are encrypted using 
one-way cryptographic hash, and the encrypted form is stored in the database. For added 
security, the PIN value is salted before encryption. 
 
Answers to security questions are encrypted in the same way. 
 
This new GSPCRPT package handles encryption. GSPCRPT calls the Oracle package 
DBMS_CRYPTO to perform cryptographic hashing, using the HASH_SH1 algorithm. 
HASH_SH1 is a secure hash algorithm (SHA) that produces a 160-bit hash. 
 
------------------------------------- 
Bypassing PIN Encryption - Functional - general80000rg.pdf - Page 14 
------------------------------------- 
Encryption of the PIN history in the GORPAUD table is optional at this time to allow for 
integration with third party systems such as Web CT or Blackboard. 
 
If your institution finds it necessary to retrieve an unencrypted PIN from Banner, you can 
bypass PIN encryption on the PIN History Table (GORPAUD_PIN). See “Bypassing PIN 
Encryption in GORPAUD” on page 66 for details. 
 
Warning 
 If your institution is using e-Learning products (such as Web CT or Blackboard), you 
should check whether the version you are running supports PIN hashing. If it does not 
support PIN hashing, you should not encrypt user PINs on GORPAUD. Even if your e-
Learning software supports PIN hashing, you should check whether Banner’s change to 
PIN hashing will require changes to the e-Learning system. 
 
------------------------------------ 
Bypassing PIN Encryption - Technical - general80000rg.pdf - Page 66 
------------------------------------ 
Encryption of the PIN history in the GORPAUD table is optional at this time to allow for 
integration with third party systems such as Web CT or Blackboard. If your institution 
finds it necessary to retrieve an unencrypted PIN from Banner, you can bypass PIN 
encryption on the PIN History Table (GORPAUD_PIN). 
 
Note 
If your institution is using e-Learning products (such as Web CT or Blackboard), you 
should check whether the version you are running supports PIN hashing. If it does not 
support PIN hashing, you should not encrypt user PINs on GORPAUD. Even if your e-



Learning software supports PIN hashing, you should check whether Banner's change to 
PIN hashing will require changes to the e-Learning system. 
 
PIN encryption is performed during the Banner General 8.0 upgrade process, when the 
script gdrgorpaud_080000.sql executes a conversion of the PIN field in the GORPAUD 
audit table to a hashed value and turns on hashing. 
 
To bypass PIN encryption for GORPAUD, do not run the gdrgorpaud_080000.sql script 
during the upgrade. See the Banner General 8.0 Upgrade Guide for details of the upgrade 
process. 
 
You must also set the new GTVSDAX flag with internal code GENPIN to N in order to 
have PINs saved unencrypted to the GORPAUD table. 
 
Note 
Regardless of these settings, PINs are always encrypted on GOBTPAC_PIN 
 
============================================= 
General 8.0 upgrade details on Pin Encryption 
============================================= 
Review the - general80000ug.pdf Step 9 Page 36 
 
Below are some of those details with added comments on common questions 
 
Step 9 Apply required data changes 
 
------ 
Part A 
------  
In this part you will export tables GOBTPAC and GORPAUD. The purpose of this 
export is to provide a method of recovery that does not require a full restore from your 
pre-upgrade backup taken in Step 2. 
 
Start the export by typing: 
 exp general/password parfile=gmakgpin.par 
 
------ 
Part B  
------ 
In this part you will convert data for the PIN enhancements within the GOBANSR and 
GOBTPAC GENERAL tables. 
 
To convert data in the GOBANSR table, invoke SQL*Plus and run the procedure: 
    sqlplus general/password 
    start gdrgobansr_080000 
    Review: gdrgobansr_080000 listing 



 
This steps is not optional.  Please be aware of 
Defect 1-3ZVAJ3 - GOATPAD results in *ERROR* Answers not verified for Gen80 
INITIAL_LOAD records 
After this step is complete the answers in GOBANSR_ANSR_DESC should now be 
encrypted 
The columns GOBTPAC_QUESTION, GOBTPAC_RESPONSE are obsolete as of 
Gen80 and the data can be ignored and removed if needed.   A future upgrade may 
remove this data. 
 
Added Details can be found in general80000rg.pdf page 15 
 
Users’ security questions and answers, previously stored in unencrypted form, are 
migrated to the new tables, with the answers encrypted, during the General 8.0 upgrade. 
Security administrators should then confirm that the migration was completed 
successfully. If so, the data in GOBTPAC_QUESTION, along with the unencrypted 
answer data in GOBTPAC_RESPONSE, can be considered obsolete, and you can decide 
when and whether to delete those two columns’ data. 
 
Note:  The GOBTPAC_QUESTION and GOBTPAC_RESPONSE columns will be made 
obsolete in a future release. 
 
To convert data in the GOBTPAC table, invoke SQL*Plus and run the procedure: 
    sqlplus general/password 
    start gdrgobtpac_080000 
    Review: gdrgobtpac_080000 listing 
 
This step is not optional and all Banner 8.0 logic assumes the pins are now being 
encrypted in 8.0. 
After this step completes the GOBTPAC_PIN should now be encrypted.  
 
 
--------------- 
Note for Part C 
--------------- 
 
CAUTION: Before running Part C: Script, gdrgorpaud_080000.sql will execute a 
conversion of the PIN field  in the GORPAUD audit table to a hashed value and turn on 
hashing. PLEASE contact your users to determine if this conversion should be executed. 
If your organization is using e-Learning products  
(i.e. Web CT, Blackboard), you MUST first verify that the version you are running 
supports PIN hashing.  
If it does not support PIN hashing, you should NOT run this script because e-Learning 
will use the unhashed value from the GORPAUD audit table for user login. If your 
version of e-Learning supports PIN hashing, you may run this conversion; however, 
additional changes may be necessary in the e-Learning system as well. 



 
It is highly recommended that all other organizations hash the PIN field in order to 
provide the greatest level of security for the PIN. 
 
------ 
Part C  
------ 
In this part you will convert data for the PIN enhancements within the GENERAL 
GORPAUD table. 
   
To convert data in the GORPAUD table, invoke SQL*Plus and run the procedure: 
  sqlplus general/password  
  start gdrgorpaud_080000  
  Review: gdrgorpaud_080000 listing 
 
This step is optional.  If you do not perform this step then the GORPAUD_PIN column 
will remain clear text and can be accessed by using the function 
   gb_third_party_access.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(PIDM_VALUE)  
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
To view the un-encrypted values of the PIN from the GORPAUD table 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
  select gb_third_party_access.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) from dual; 
 
 
  GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) 
  ----------------------------------------- 
  111111 
 
  This assumes that the GORPAUD_PIN history is not encrypted 
  GTVSDAX -- GENPIN  controls this (Y = encrypt, N = unencrypt) 
 
 
-------------------------------------- 
To back out the GORPAUD pin encryption 
-------------------------------------- 
Reset the GTVSDAX GENPIN Flag to "N" 
 
  UPDATE GTVSDAX  
  SET GTVSDAX_EXTERNAL_CODE = 'N' 
  WHERE gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE= 'GENPIN' 
                 AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_GROUP= 'PINHASH' 
                 AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_SEQNO= 1; 
  commit; 
 



Restore the GORPAUD unencrypted records from the gpintabs.dmp file created in Gen80 
upgrade Step 9 Part A 
 
Note1: You only want to restore the GORPAUD table from the gpintabs.dmp.  You do 
not want to restore the GOBTPAC table. (gpintabs.dmp contains data on 2 tables 
GORPAUD and GOBTPAC) 
 
Note2: The GOBTPAC_PIN field is always encrypted in Banner 8 
 
 
===================================== 
Letter Generation function f_proc_pin 
===================================== 
 
FUNCTION for Pin reset for Letter Generation is gb_third_party_access.f_proc_pin 
 
With GUAPPRF set to ALPHANUMERIC it does 
  select gb_third_party_access.f_proc_pin(509) from dual; 
 
  R3ILKF 
 
With GUAPPRF set to NUMERIC it does 
 
  select gb_third_party_access.f_proc_pin(509) from dual; 
 
  640561 
 
--------------- 
PINRESET LETTER 
--------------- 
Below is an example of using gb_third_party_access.f_proc_pin function to generate 
a letter with a clear text pin in it that can be mailed to the user. 
 
Create the variable on GLRVRBL 
  Application = MARK_TEST 
  Variable: *PINRESET 
  Description = TEST PINRESET 
  Type = FIRST 
  Select = GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS.F_PROC_PIN(GOBTPAC_PIDM)  
  From = GOBTPAC 
 
Create a letter code PINRESET on GTVLETR 
  PINRESET - Testing PINRESET 
  Check Allow duplicates 
 
Create a paragraph on GTVPARA 



  P_TEST - Testing PINRESET 
 
Assign variable to paragraph on GUAPARA 
  Paragraph = P_TEST 
  Variable = *PINRESET 
 
Assign paragraph to letter on GUALETR 
  Letter = PINRESET 
  Paragraph = P_TEST    Sequence = 1 
 
Run GLBLSEL from GJAPCTL (run with MANUAL POPSEL of 1 ID 111111111) 
  Application = MARK_TEST 
  Process Pending Letters = N 
  Letter Code = PINRESET 
  Selection ID = MANUAL  -- See FAQ 3704 - How do I create a manual POP SEL on 
GLRSLCT 
  Creator ID = SAISUSR 
  User ID = SAISUSR 
  Address Type = 1MA 
 
Run GLRLETR from GJAPCTL 
  Application = MARK_TEST 
  Word Processor Extract Option = 1    (1 = .DOC file) 
  Process Pending Letters = N 
  Letter Code = PINRESET 
  Term Code = 999999 
  Module Code = G 
       
This will create a GLRLETR .DOC file with this 
  PINRESET 
  "891231" 
 
Note 
  GUAPPRF -- Pin reset value = Birthdate 
  SPAPERS -- Birth Date for ID 111111111 is 31-DEC-1989 
 
So the Pin on ID 111111111 is reset to "891231" which is the Birth Date 31-DEC-1989 
and the clear text pin can be mailed to the user as needed. 
 
 
Related Documents 
- FAQ 1-3FJLW2 - Banner 8x Letter Generation variable *PINRESET definition 
- RPE 1-40CAEL - Security on *PINRESET or on 
GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS.F_PROC_PIN 
 
 



============================= 
Debugging with encrypted pins 
============================= 
Below are some common debugging technique that can be used to debug problem with 
pin encryption 
 
Note it is always recommend you use the API's for example  
GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS 
when inserting,updating, deleting from the GOBTPAC 
Doing this will ensure all the proper tables and logic is run during the processing. 
 
 
------------------------ 
To see the encrypted Pin - GOBTPAC_PIN is always encrypted in Banner 8 
------------------------ 
 
  select gobtpac_pin from gobtpac where gobtpac_pidm=509; 
 
  GOBTPAC_PIN 
  ----------- 
  17399F5AEAB618AB9CD5B62E28FA21D1915F0B5C 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
To see the un-encrypted values of PIN from GORPAUD - 
gb_third_party_access.F_EXTERNAL_PIN 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 
  select gb_third_party_access.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) from dual; 
 
  GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) 
  ----------------------------------------- 
  111111 
   
  This assumes that the GORPAUD_PIN history is not encrypted 
  GTVSDAX -- GENPIN  controls this (Y = encrypt, N = unencrypt) 
 
 
-------------------------- 
To Reset the PIN using API - GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS 
-------------------------- 
  execute gb_third_party_access.P_UPDATE( P_PIDM =>509,P_PIN=>'111111'); 
  commit; 
 
Now confirm value is changed by looking in GORPAUD unencrypted (GTVSDAX -- 
GENPIN = N) 



 
  select gb_third_party_access.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) from dual; 
   
  GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) 
  ------------------------------------------------------- 
  111111 
 
 
If the GORPAUD encryption is turned on (GTVSDAX -- GENPIN = Y) you would see 
  select gb_third_party_access.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) from dual; 
   
  GB_THIRD_PARTY_ACCESS.F_EXTERNAL_PIN(509) 
  ---------------------------------------------- 
  {SSHA}j36ay3bz3PsEIkl6/CBeZCRxFWlDRVVGS0hJNA== 
 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
To View/Change the GORPAUD_PIN encryption setting 
------------------------------------------------- 
To View 
  select GTVSDAX_INTERNAL_CODE||' = '||GTVSDAX_EXTERNAL_CODE 
  FROM GTVSDAX WHERE gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE= 'GENPIN' 
  AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_GROUP= 'PINHASH' 
  AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_SEQNO= 1; 
 
  GTVSDAX_INTERNAL_CODE||'='|| 
  ---------------------------- 
  GENPIN = Y 
 
To Change value to N = unencrypt 
  UPDATE GTVSDAX  
  SET GTVSDAX_EXTERNAL_CODE = 'N' 
  WHERE gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE= 'GENPIN' 
  AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_GROUP= 'PINHASH' 
  AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_SEQNO= 1; 
  commit; 
 
To Change value to Y = encrypt 
  UPDATE GTVSDAX  
  SET GTVSDAX_EXTERNAL_CODE = 'Y' 
  WHERE gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE= 'GENPIN' 
  AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_GROUP= 'PINHASH' 
  AND gtvsdax_INTERNAL_CODE_SEQNO= 1; 
  commit; 
 
 



------------------------------------- 
To Validate the GOBTPAC_PIN using API 
------------------------------------- 
  set serveroutput on 
  DECLARE 
     expire_ind           varchar2(1); 
     disabled_ind         varchar2(1); 
     valid_pin            boolean; 
  BEGIN 
    valid_pin:= 
gb_third_party_access.f_validate_pin(509,'111111',expire_ind,disabled_ind); 
    IF (valid_pin) THEN 
      dbms_output.put_line('valid_pin = TRUE'); 
    ELSE 
      dbms_output.put_line('valid_pin = FALSE'); 
    END IF; 
    dbms_output.put_line('expire_ind = '||expire_ind); 
    dbms_output.put_line('disabled_ind = '||disabled_ind); 
  END; 
  / 
   
Results for Valid PIN 
  valid_pin =  TRUE 
  expire_ind = N 
  disabled_ind = N 
 
Results for Invalid PIN due to DISABLED 
  valid_pin = FALSE 
  expire_ind = N 
  disabled_ind = Y 
 
Results for Invalid PIN due to EXPIRED 
  valid_pin = FALSE 
  expire_ind = Y 
  disabled_ind = N 
 
Results for Invalid PIN due to incorrect PIN comparison 
  valid_pin = FALSE 
  expire_ind = N 
  disabled_ind = N 
                                                            
 
--------------------------------------- 
gspcrpt.p_saltedhash Debugging with PIN 
--------------------------------------- 
  set serveroutput on  



  DECLARE 
    lv_pinhash                 gobtpac.gobtpac_pin%TYPE; 
  BEGIN 
    gspcrpt.p_saltedhash('111111','V7KSHYCG',lv_pinhash); 
    dbms_output.put_line('lv_pinhash = '||lv_pinhash);                            
  END; 
  / 
 
Example output  
  lv_pinhash = 1B2819C3785EDB0B54909A188F6436C86E4FDD32 
 
That should match the PIN and SALT used in GOBTPAC to have a valid PIN 
  select GOBTPAC_PIN,GOBTPAC_SALT from gobtpac where gobtpac_pidm=509; 
 
Example output 
  1B2819C3785EDB0B54909A188F6436C86E4FDD32 
  V7KSHYCG 
 
 
------------------------------ 
DBMS_CRYPTO Debugging with PIN 
------------------------------ 
These steps can be followed to debug/confirm the Pin in being encrypted correctly. 
 
INB = 
http://rocoram2.sct.com:7777/forms/frmservlet?config=rocoram2_ban8&userid=saisusr/u
_pick_it 
 
On GOATPAD can take ID 
  111111111 
and reset PIN to  
  111111 
Save changes and login to SSB with 
URL =http://rocoram2.sct.com:9110/ 
 
Login with  
  ID = 111111111 
  PIN = 111111 
And it should let you login. 
 
The Table details are 
select * from gobtpac where gobtpac_pidm=509; 
 
         509 N Y 18-SEP-08 SAISUSR 
1B2819C3785EDB0B54909A188F6436C86E4FDD32 
02-NOV-10 jsmith 



Test 
test                           ADMIN 
 
Banner 
V7KSHYCG 
 
 
So  
PIN = 1B2819C3785EDB0B54909A188F6436C86E4FDD32 
with SALT = V7KSHYCG 
 
 
Now manually chec the encryption by running 
 
connect bansecr/u_pick_it@rocoram2_ban8 
set serveroutput on 
declare 
begin 
dbms_output.put_line(dbms_crypto.hash(utl_i18n.string_to_raw('111111V7KSHYCG'),
DBMS_CRYPTO.HASH_SH1)); 
end; 
/ 
 
1B2819C3785EDB0B54909A188F6436C86E4FDD32 
 
Which is the exact same value in the GOBTPAC_PIN table and proves the encryption 
works. 
 
 
------------------------------ 
To Reset the GOBANSR using API - GB_PIN_ANSWER 
------------------------------ 
   
  execute gb_pin_answer.P_UPDATE( P_PIDM 
=>509,P_NUM=>1,P_ANSR_DESC=>'Test'); 
  commit; 
 
Now confirm value is changed by looking in GOBANSR 
 
  select * from GOBANSR where GOBANSR_PIDM=509; 
   
         509           1 
  test is the answer? 
  8F920E0E6B9ED7D8E1EDFF1F4A6E839C8378E9F7 
  6PVW29OX 
  SYSTEM                         WWW_USER                       10-MAR-09 



 
Notice the columns 
  GOBANSR_ANSR_DESC 
  GOBANSR_DATA_ORIGIN 
  GOBANSR_ACTIVITY_DATE 
Should have been updated. 
 
  
--------------------------------- 
To Validate the GOBANSR using API - GB_PIN_ANSWER 
--------------------------------- 
This assumes you have setup one security question and answer in SSB 
  SPRIDEN_ID        - ID       = 111111111  
  GOBANSR_PIDM      - PIDM     = 509   
  GOBANSR_NUM       - Number   = 1 
  GOBANSR_QSTN_DESC - Question = test is the answer? 
  GOBANSR_ANSR_DESC - Answer   = test 
 
 
  set serveroutput on 
  DECLARE 
     valid_answer            boolean; 
  BEGIN 
    valid_answer:= gb_pin_answer.F_VALIDATE_ANSWER(509,1,'Test'); 
    IF (valid_answer) THEN 
      dbms_output.put_line('valid_answer = TRUE'); 
    ELSE 
      dbms_output.put_line('valid_answer = FALSE'); 
    END IF; 
  END; 
  / 
   
Results for Valid Answer 
  valid_answer = TRUE  
 
 
Results for Invalid Answer  
  valid_answer = FALSE 
 
Special Note: The case of the answer should not matter so 'test' or 'TEST' ot 'Test' should 
all validate 
 
 
------------------------------------------- 
gspcrpt.p_saltedhash Debugging with GOBANSR 
------------------------------------------- 



  set serveroutput on  
  DECLARE 
    lv_hashed_answer                GOBANSR.GOBANSR_ANSR_DESC%TYPE; 
  BEGIN 
    gspcrpt.p_saltedhash(lower(replace('test',' ')),'L18QC44V',lv_hashed_answer); 
    dbms_output.put_line('lv_hashed_answer = '||lv_hashed_answer);                            
  END; 
  / 
 
Example output  
  lv_hashed_answer = BF3524CBD03A5296FE019558800490BE0C865EA1 
 
That should match the ANSWER and SALT used in GOBANSR to have a valid 
ANSWER 
  select GOBANSR_ANSR_DESC,GOBANSR_ANSR_SALT from GOBANSR where 
GOBANSR_pidm=509; 
 
Example output 
  BF3524CBD03A5296FE019558800490BE0C865EA1 
  L18QC44V 
 
 
=========== 
RELATED FAQ 
=========== 
- FAQ CMS-3282 - How can I reset GOBTPAC_PIN based on some criteria? 
- FAQ 1-ATHZRO - How can I reset GOBANSR_ANSR_DESC based on some criteria 
 
 
=================== 
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